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I. I NTRODUCTION

Existing hardware software (HW-SW) co-design method-
ologies mainly focus on HW-SW co-simulation to build a
virtual prototyping environment that enables software design
and system verification without need of making a hardware
prototype. However, it fails to reduce the gape between design
productivity and system complexity. It is required to target
additional design problems such as design space exploration,
performance estimation and system synthesis. One commercial
example of such a co-design environment is LISATeK from
CoWare. The evaluation results of LISATeK design environ-
ment for multimedia application are presented in [1] and [2].

In this research work, we first evaluate an holistic co-design
environment called hArtes [3]. It provides a seamless design
flow from functional simulation to system synthesis. It consists
of three phases: algorithm exploration and translation (AET)
phase, design space exploration (DSE) phase and system
synthesis (SS) phase. After evaluating the hArtes design flow
with H.264 video encoder application [4], we highlight some
bottlenecks and propose methodologies in each phase of the
design flow. In AET phase, we propose a methodology to
transform a sequential C code to a block-diagram data-flow
specification [5]. In DSE phase, we propose a performance es-
timation methodology by performing simulation at instruction
level [5] [6]. In SS phase, we present an analytical performance
analysis methodology to estimate the expected performanceof
parallel execution on the target architecture [7] [8].

In addition to our contributions in hArtes design flow,
we also present a high level generic application analysis
methodology for early design space exploration [9]. Applica-
tion specification written in a high-level language is translated
into the trace tree representation by dynamic analysis of the
application. Analysis operations are performed on the trace
tree representation to get analysis results. We exploit obtained
analysis results and re-formulate the application in form of
parallel process networks expressed in AVEL framework [10].
MPEG-2 video decoding application serves as a case study.

II. EVALUATION OF THE HARTESDESIGN FLOW

The hArtes -Holistic Approach to Reconfigurable real Time
Embedded Systems- design flow [3] addresses the development
of an holistic tool-chain for reconfigurable heterogeneous
platforms. We evaluate the tools in the DSE phase and the SS

phase. The tools in the DSE phase facilitate task partitioning,
task optimization and assignment of the tasks to the appropriate
hardware element of the target architecture. The tools in the SS
phase facilitate the hardware/software co-design of embedded
applications and perform compilation and HDL generation.
C pragma notations and XML architecture description file
are used to share the information between different tools.
H.264 video encoder application serves as a case study. The
experimental results suggested that the hArtes design flow
provided overall application speedup of 3.8 times. The hArtes
design flow and evaluation results are described in [4].

III. PROPOSEDTRANSFORMATION METHODOLOGY AND

PERFORMANCEESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

The AET phase of the hArtes design flow provides a graph-
ical algorithms exploration (GAE) tool to support algorithm
exploration and validation through simulation and graphical
visualization. Despite of hArtes improved design productivity,
the bottleneck lies in capturing the initial algorithm specifica-
tion in the specified GAE tool. Similarly hArtes DSE phase
lacks simulation based design space exploration.

A. Contributions in the hArtes AET phase

We propose a transformation methodology which is based
on functions re-organization and variables definitions [5]. In
functions re-organization, we perform function sequencing,
function combination and function copy techniques such that
function blocks in sequential code can be transformed into
NUTS (basic elementary unit) of graphical data flow envi-
ronment. We define three types of variables to communicate
data between NUTS: port variables, local variables and state
variables. We experiment with H.264 encoding application to
demonstrate how the proposed methodology can be applied to
a complicated real-life multimedia application [5].

B. Contributions in the hArtes DSE phase

Once reference specification is transformed into data flow
specification, we present a design space exploration framework
that consists of two design loops: computational architecture
selection loop and communication architecture selection loop
[6]. Before entering into these loops, it is critical to estimate
the performance of function blocks. We propose a performance



estimation technique for software function blocks by perform-
ing simulation at instruction level [5]. The proposed tech-
nique considers the effects of architecture features, compiler
optimizations and data dependent behavior of the application.
Performance of each function block is measured and stored in
a performance estimation library. It is a database to store the
performance estimation results of individual function blocks.
The information in this library is used in two different ways.
First, it is used for component selection and mapping decision
for each function block. Second, Once component selection
and mapping decision is made, the performance of the entire
application is estimated as a linear combination of block
performances on the mapped components. Experimental results
with H.264 encoding application are provided in [5].

IV. A NALYTICAL PERFORMANCEESTIMATION FOR

PARALLEL EXECUTION

In SS phase of the hArtes design flow, the hybrid application
execution is performed on the Delft Workbench (an heteroge-
neous reconfigurable architecture) with PowerPC as GPP [4]
In this section, we present an analytical performance analysis
methodology for video encoding applications to estimate the
expected performance of parallel execution on heterogeneous
reconfigurable architectures. We analyze the application and
present an application parallelization approach for the target
platform. H.264 video encoding application serves as a case
study and while the Delft workbench is taken as target platform
[7]. We perform quantitative analysis of the H.264 encoding
application and formulate the performance estimation with
an equation to find speed gain by parallel execution on the
target architecture. The equation shows the slow down factors
that hinder the speed-up of parallel execution. Considering
the communication architecture of the target architecture, we
parallelize the H.264 encoding algorithm at macroblock level.
The details are presented in [7]. We propose a high level
design for H.264 encoding application based on performance
estimation results [8].

V. A NALYSIS BASED DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

This section presents a generic application analysis ap-
proach for early design space exploration [9]. The objective is
to characterizes the source specification at a higher abstraction
level without any architectural directives. The input specifi-
cation is transformed into internal trace tree representation
by dynamic analysis of source specification and analysis
operations are performed on trace tree representation. Trace
tree contains information about execution of application at
run time representing implementation independent application
characteristics. Once source specification is transformedinto
trace tree representation, we perform operations on trace
tree for different types of analysis. The application analysis
framework can be extended to fulfill multiple requirements of
design space exploration by simply defining new operations on
trace tree representation of source specification. Experimental
results for MPEG-2 decoder are shown in [9].

We exploit analysis results and describe source specification
of application in AVEL framework [10]. We propose AVEL
framework to describe the application in form of process
networks to perform parallel & distributed computations. It
specifies three kinds of processes which are composed hierar-
chically. The first type is aPrimitive Processwhich is the
leaf of hierarchy and implements an atomic behavior. The
second type isNode Processwhich is a composition of other
processes and behaviors. It allows a hierarchical description of
the network. The third type is anAlias Processwhich can be
declared outside the main process and further reused just bya
link to its name. MPEG-2 decoder is described in AVEL and
presented in [10].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have evaluated the hArtes design flow by taking H.264
video encoder as a case study. We highlighted bottlenecks
and proposed solutions accordingly in each step of the hArtes
design flow. In AET phase, a transformation methodology
was proposed to convert reference sequential C code to data
flow specifications. In DSE phase, we proposed a performance
estimation technique for fast design space exploration by
instruction set simulation. In SS phase, an analytical approach
of performance estimation for parallel execution on reconfig-
urable architectures was proposed. In addition to hArtes design
methodology and associated contributions in each phase of the
design flow, we also proposed a high level generic applica-
tion analysis methodology for early design space exploration.
MPEG-2 video decoder served as a case study.
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